
the specialist

Expert on all aspects of

Product & Engineering,

senior appointments

Anna Lesniak
Snr Recruiter

One pagerwe build recruitment & digital
solutions for growth companies 

specialist direct-hire

 

Traditional 'success-fee' recruitment, powered by
a crack team of specialists; these are the guys who
are honing their craft daily, living and breathing
their respective fields, and leaving no unearthly
stone unturned in the hunt for those hires so
integral to your successful growth. A more
traditional recruitment model, we focus on key
areas where only experts will do. Data & Analytics
for the intricate stuff, Software Development to
build the team, and Commercial to keep the
wheels turning.

embedded recruitment

 

Embedded recruitment is on-demand, expert talent.
It's your in-house team with all the perks of having out-
house friends. It's the hired help who bring with them
all of the latest fancy tools and equipment. It's the
convenient solution that doesn't sacrifice on quality
and it's something we've got pretty good at. Embedded
Talent Partners from bubb come armed with
technology that sees them able to recruit at a pace
previously unseen amongst humans, whilst giving you
constant access to our research & strategy teams, our
creative dept, and just about anything we have going
spare in the fridge at bubb HQ.

on-demand

Expert on C, C++, C#,

Python, Cloud, DevOps

Java, Data & Analytics

Vicky Edwards
Snr Talent Partner

the creative

Expert on all aspects of

market entry and

internationalization

Ben Kenwright
Co-founder / market-entry guru

market-entry
When it comes to internationalization and new market-
entry, no one does it better than bubb. Kicking off with
research & advisory, we'll tell you everything you need
to know about a new territory before you deploy
teams; salary benchmarking, competitor analysis,
talent pool insight and more. We'll then localize your
employer brand and deliver a launch campaign via
local channels and online media. Our EOR partners
then have you covered when it comes to payroll, HR
technology, local rules and regulations (all that very
important back-office stuff). But then the fun part, we
will be there with our local talent experts to kick-off
hiring and deliver a succesful project

Trusted by....


